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INTRODUCTION
The following project was presented to The Nevada Remote Viewing Group in October, 2002
and a request made for assistance. Help was requested in identifying the nature of activities at a
location in eastern Utah, known as the Sherman Ranch, around 1995 and 1996 (Phase One),
current activities at the location (Phase Two), and future activities at the site (Phase Three).
The Nevada Remote Viewing Group is an organization of trained remote viewers who are
located around the USA who accept humanitarian remote viewing projects. They also carry out
paid remote viewing projects for private individuals, groups, and organizations.
VIEWERS
Two viewers, identified by pseudonyms, initially responded to the project. Later, three
additional viewers provided data. The five viewers were tasked with a coordinate, that is, a
random series of letters and numbers identifying the project, in this case SR110202. Viewers
used a combination of remote viewing methods: Controlled Remote Viewing (CRV) and
Extended Remote Viewing (ERV). The viewers were given operational and directional front
loading: Describe the location and events at this location as of July, 1996. Apart from the
coordinate and operational directions, the viewers worked “blind”, that is, they did not know
the nature of the project nor did they know of the case manager’s discussion with the client.
Another two viewers contributed data towards current and future perceptions of the ranch.
They were tasked with the directions: The target is a location, describe any current activity
at the location, and The target is a location, describe activity at the location in five years.
SUMMARY
The indications, from the first two viewers who completed Phase One, were that this was the site
of a military operation, probably conducted by the Navy. There were individuals at the site
involved in “target practice” with rifles that involved lying prone on the ground. Men in
uniform, such as policemen, firefighters, or soldiers were present. Several oblong devices were
described.
A sketch and description of a male and identifying injuries or tattoos were described. There is a
project ongoing at the site that involves cartographers and maps of the United States. Most of the
activity appears to take place outdoors, at night. The three additional viewers perceived gridded
and honeycomb surfaces, a flat surface and one that was rounded like a globe. The interior and
functioning of the globe was described. Two viewers felt wave-like, seismic vibrations.

Current activity at the location indicated a series of installations having been built including a
grid-work of wires and small platforms that have been embedded in the ground at the location, a
tall, TV-like antenna, and a communications-type building.
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Future activity, five years from now, indicates that a fire, either caused by nature or accidental
will have burned the communications-type building and a parcel of land surrounding the tower
and building.
CASE INFORMATION
What is already known about this case?
Information about this case was gathered from a newspaper cutting in the Las Vegas Review
Journal, dated Thursday, October 24, 1996, entitled Las Vegas millionaire buys UFO ranch
in eastern Utah. The case manager had also heard word-of-mouth accounts of the purchase of
the ranch and the local activities. The goal of this project was not to confirm known
information but to look for new and unknown information regarding activities at the location.
The Las Vegas Review Journal article, written by Zack Van Eyck, of the Deseret (Salt Lake
City) News, ran as follows:
FORT DUCHESNE, Utah – The search for answers to one of science’s greatest
questions has led Las Vegas millionaire XXXXXXXXXX to an isolated cattle ranch in the
heart of eastern Utah’s Uintah Basin.
Here, far from the bright lights of his native Las Vegas, the real estate magnate hopes
his team of scientists can unearth the roots of UFO folklore prevalent in this region since the
1950s.
XXXXXXXXXX, easily the most prominent American financier in the paranormal
research field, is convinced there is something to the weird stories told by the family of terry
Sherman.
Last July, the Shermans broke years of silence and went public with bizarre tails of
strange lights and UFPs on their 480-acre ranch.
Sherman said he and other members of his family had seen lights emerging from
circular “doorways” that seemed to appear in mid-air, had three cows strangely mutilated,
and several others disappear. The rancher also reported unusual impressions in the soil and
circles of flattened grass in a pasture.
The Sherman’s story appeared in Salt Lake City’s Deseret News and on a national
radio broadcast. Several weeks later, XXXXXXXXXX met with the Shermans and negotiated
to buy the ranch for about $200,000.
The Sherman family has relocated to a smaller ranch 15 miles away – far removed,
they hope, from the disturbing occurrences they endured for 18 months.
XXXXXXXXXX, an apartment developer and philanthropist in Las Vegas, has erected
an observation building and moved in a pair of scientists and a veterinarian. He has
someone on the property 24 hours a day, recording anything out of the ordinary.
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Officially, the research is being conducted by the National Institute for Discovery
Science, which XXXXXXXXXX formed last October. Among the scientists involved is John B.
Alexander, former director of nonlethal weapons testing at Los Alamos National Laboratory
in New Mexico.
“Our approach is to do good, high-quality research using a standard scientific
approach and do what we can t get hard data.” Alexander said from the Institute’s Las
Vegas offices. “One of the missions of the institute is to make information widely available.”
XXXXXXXXXX himself declined an interview. Alexander would not provide details of
how or why the research is being conducted.
Sherman, now employed by XXXXXXXXXX to maintain the ranch, said he can no
longer discuss the activity because of a nondisclosure agreement XXXXXXXXXX had him
sign.
Alexander said results of the study would be published in scientific journals and on
the institute’s web page.
The secretive behavior concerns other UFO researchers,
including Ryan Layton of Utah and Chris O’Brien of Crestone Colo. Both visited the ranch
in July before XXXXXXXXXX became involved.
PHASE ONE:
VIEWER #1: Juice
Viewer #1 used a form of Extended Remote Viewing (ERV: remote viewing conducted in an
altered state of consciousness). Her sketches (attached) of her perceptions indicated the
following scenario:
•

A sketch of a man with dark glasses. “His hair was dark, with that unkempt,
spiky, sticking-up look. He appeared to be pushing/pulling another person. I think
it was another person. I am unsure because the person seemed to be sagging.”

•

A sketch of a man lying facedown on the ground. “This person, I had a very quick
look at, but he was laying face down while looking upward. I think he had his
hands behind his back.”

•

Sketch of a rectangular box. “The rectangular box had many smaller boxes
stacked inside. I think the smaller boxes were made of cardboard. The whole
thing was sitting on a table with a green and white checkered tablecloth.”

•

Sketch of a right hand. “I saw a right hand with these marks on it. These marks
were possibly tattoos or injuries.”

•

Sketch of a box with a hand taking something out. “A rectangular shape that
appeared to have a slot in the front. Something was pulled out. The front had
other square-like shapes on it.

•

Sketch of a spring or coil. “This was spring or coil shaped. It was turning.”
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•

Other perceptions included her feeling that her hands hurt, especially her left palm
and her right pointer finger. She perceived maps of the United States and the
concept of something being broken into, such as breaking into a house.

VIEWER #2: Dragonfly
Viewer #2 used Controlled Remote Viewing (CRV) protocol to carry out her session. She
began her session in a state of nervousness and her initial perceptions were of a landmass and
a structure. Several lifeforms were perceived at the site, male and female.
As her session proceeded she continued to feel anxious and perceived images of the
Pentagon building, and impressions of the Navy and prison. There was mention made of
cartographers and a map. She felt nausea and smelled a fire, as if something was burning.
Images persisted of death, a rifle, and military training. There was a visual of a young man
lying prone on the ground aiming a rifle at a target. Images of a medical situation with a
woman on a guerney. There were fleeting images of firefighters, being on board a Navy ship,
and a photographer’s dark room with a reddish light. The viewer felt that the scene resembled
a 4th of July celebration and mentioned sparkling lights in a dark sky. Water and wetness was
described and the activity took place, outdoors, on a wet night. Viewer #2 produced no
sketches
ADDITIONAL DATA - PHASE ONE:
Viewer #3 – Scout
Viewer #3 described the location as an institutional area that was mostly gray with weather
that was overcast and glum. The main physical building was described as a very large, equalsided structure with an open, paved, central courtyard, like a quad. The viewer perceived a
set of man-made items:
•

An expansive, metallic, honeycombed surface, a man-made open space, and

•

A silvery item, held in the left hand, that looks like a pair of ice-tongs.

•

A regiment pattern of motion between the tongs and the honeycombed surface was
perceived. (Sketch attached) There was also a grayish-greenish, “gunky” fluid that runs
along the base of the surface. Human-animal interaction perceived several times.

•

At one point, the viewer perceived a quick, human, lateral motion that appeared to be red.
The human component of the target site was focused to the point of tunnel-vision on a
specific set of criteria or data-set. They are missing some obvious points because they are
overly focused on minutiae.

•

Other movements perceived by Scout were patterns like a heart-beat that could be
perceived as seismic waves. Other patterns perceived were I-Ching sets of lines and
spaces.
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•

Viewer perceived that premature conclusions were being made, and decisions being
made, too soon, before all the evidence is in. The focus of the intent of the target gave her
a headache. Very focused.

Viewer #4 – UK
Viewer #4 used ERV and perceived a series of shapes and images as follows:
•

A wild shaking such as waves

•

A sloped, flat wedge shape

•

A grid-mesh, coated in something, contained behind it is some gelatinous substance with
a strange chemical composition. Size of holes is just a bit bigger than necessary to put
fingers through to tug on it

•

Grid with a sphere on top. Sphere has holes in it like the previously mentioned grid. Atop
an angular platform, which is itself grid-like (sketch included).

•

There is energy within the sphere, possibly a power source. There is a large amount of
power fed into the grid and is processed by its passage through the substrata of the
sphere’s contents.

•

Some light – greenish/yellow

•

The whole assembly (sphere and base) sits in the midst of a wide open, flat area, possibly
a room with technical devices around the perimeter, such as an aircraft carrier.

•

The substrate in the sphere is composed of a series of microfibers in a “neural net”
looking formation. Embedded in a semi-gelatinous substance. The pattern of microfibers
combined with the energy charge to substrate produces results.

Viewer #5. – Rocket Man
Viewer #5 used ERV to access images and sketches as follows:
•

The feeling of being in a dark place that was stuffy and damp, like a pit.

•

Three humanoid heads bent towards each other and the words “Guard, meeting, talk,
daylight.” Note, the head to the right has a very thin neck with a large head.

•

Location near water. A wavy line with a triangular shape and a round shape over the
wavy line.

•

Words: Foreign talk, “Cambri”, “Carlos”, stories, check, forest, trees.”

•

Flat surface with a rounded shape on it. Words: Bucket, nose, blanket.”

•

Words “Black people.” Sketches for previous images attached.
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PHASE TWO
Phase Two, current activities at the location is in progress. The Nevada Remote Viewing
Group viewers were contacted by email and given a new coordinate and the operational
directions The target is a location. Describe the current activities at the location.
Viewer #6 – Charles
Viewer #6 perceived:
•

Something reflective in nature, glass perhaps, in an angular object – could be metal or
concrete, felt more like a vehicle.

•

Everything was dark. I felt hot. I felt crowded.

•

There was a crowd of people carrying cylindrical, slim objects, crowded close together.

•

A total feeling of confusion.

Viewer #7 – Amethyst
Viewer #7, using ERV, perceived buildings at the site that had been constructed since Phase
One:
•

A layout of wires or electrical conduction connections, in a grid, connected by small flat
plates laid out over a couple of acres of land.

•

A very tall TV or radio tower that extended perhaps more than a hundred feet into the air,
composed of interlocking girders in an elongated, triangular formation. Lights and
electrical components are seen on the tower.

•

A building the size of an average office building, single story, filled with electronics
equipment but too few personnel to man everything.

PHASE THREE: FUTURE
Viewer #7 – Amethyst
Viewer #7, using ERV, perceived that the activities at the site would be difficult because of a
fire that had taken place. It was unclear whether this was a natural fire caused by lightning or
other natural causes, or was the result of an electrical mishap. The base of the tower and
several acres around the tower, as well as the building mentioned in Phase Two, were badly
burned and unusable. Very little or occasional activity at the site. Appears, essentially,
abandoned five years from now.
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